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ABSTRACT

This report describes the computer data-base system that has been developed

at the Northwest and Alaska Fisheries Center for handling the requirements of

multiple, large-scale, groundfish trawl surveys. In addition to describing

the organization and content of the system including data, software, and docu-

mentation, new concepts and approaches are discussed that improve the system's

reliability, flexibility, and value as an information base.

The total volume of fisheries survey data included in the system is

presently 1,215,873 data records, representing the results from approximately

30 yr of resource survey investigations by the National Marine Fisheries

Service (and its predecessor agencies) in the Pacific Northwest and Alaska

regions. The data are organized in the form of three major area data bases,

include results from 201 vessel-cruises and 20,520 trawl samples, and are

used as a shared resource by the organization.

The software, or computer programs, developed to link the survey data

base with the users of the data include 576 source program (main, subroutine,

and other source) files primarily written in FORTRAN. Principal functions

include analyses, map plotting, general utility, data management, data editing

and checking, and subroutine applications. Two objectives that have guided

software development for the system have been generalizing software solutions

to specific problems and then institutionalizing them. In addition, standards

have been set to improve software reliability and decrease maintenance costs.

The system has an extensive library of computer-based documentation,

approximately 14,700 lines total volume, that includes directories to the

data and software resources, records of data characteristics, descriptions

of the computer programs, other reference materials, and a news file.
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Important new capabilities have resulted from the development of general

utility programs that provide mechanisms for extending uses of the system's

data and software. Of these, the implementation of relational concepts

probably has the most significant implications. Data may be selected from

the data base, joined with other data by cross-relation, manipulated, and

then routed into the system's (or other) analytical and reporting programs.

These capabilities provide versatility for broad-range applications, desirable

adaptability to change, and open opportunities for interfacing with other

major data bases in the future.
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INTRODUCTION

Fisheries Resource Surveys

The survey data-base system described in this report has been developed

in response to the needs of fisheries resource assessment research. In

particular, the report describes the system that has been developed at the

Northwest and Alaska Fisheries Center (NWAFC) to handle the requirements of

multiple, large-scale, groundfish trawl surveys conducted by the Resource

Assessment and Conservation Engineering (RACE) Division in the Pacific North-

west and Alaska regions.

At the NWAFC, some parts of the RACE survey data-base system are also

used for other survey functions. For example, the discrete trawl sampling

data collected during hydroacoustic surveys of pelagic fish populations are

added to the survey data-bases, although the hydroacoustic data are recorded

and analyzed using a separate, portable computer system. Similarly, special-

ized data resulting from observations of crab and shrimp during RACE trawl

surveys are managed and stored separately at the NWAFC's Kodiak Laboratory

in Kodiak, Alaska.

In addition to the data that have resulted directly from resource

surveys conducted by the RACE Division, extensive collections of trawl survey

data from other sources have also been added to the RACE survey data-base

system during the past 6 years, These collections have included published and

unpublished cruise results from the International Pacific Halibut Commission,

Alaska Department of Fish and Game, Far Seas Fisheries Research Laboratory

(Shimizu, Japan), Fisheries Research Board of Canada, and Oregon Department of

Fish and Wildlife. Fisheries survey data resulting from cooperative foreign

research cruises by Japan, Poland, the USSR, Canada, and Republic of Korea

have also been included.
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Major types of groundfish trawl surveys include: (1) exploratory

fishing, or resource appraisal surveys, designed to provide information on

the composition, distribution, and abundance of biological resources and

potential yields to fisheries; (2) monitoring surveys, intended to measure

year-to-year and lonqer-term changes; and (3) research surveys, studying more

specific research questions and problems. Among all of these, the kinds of

data collected are relatively standard: information describing the cruise,

the type of platform, time, sampling location, and sampling gear; taxonomic

composition of the catch, weight, and number; sizes and ages; and more special-

ized observations that may include reproductive condition, stomach contents,

and individual length-weight factors.

Trawl surveys are generally carried out on a very large scale, with

extensive types of ecological sampling that result in voluminous data. For

example, a demersal trawl survey conducted by the RACE Division in the eastern

Bering Sea in 1979 resulted in a collection of 682 samples from a study area

of 648,000 km2; 15,222 catch items for which biological identifications,

weights, and number were recorded; 226,800 measurements of fish lengths; and

6,260 age determinations. In 1980, a trawl survey of fish populations along

the Pacific Coast included 646 samples, 6,537 catch records, 43,220 length-

frequency measurements, and 5,080 age determinations. Since several surveys

of similar scale are conducted by the RACE Division each year, the total data

flow is approximately 2,000-3,000 trawl samples (with associated information)

per year.

The large-scale nature of these stock assessment surveys leads to unusual

demands for organization of the field work, control and analysis of the data,

and for providing service and control to multiple groups over successive years.
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Interfacing with the Future

The NWAFC resource survey data-base system has evolved from exploratory

fishing and resource assessment investigations, including those by predecessor

agencies, in the Pacific Northwest and Alaska regions from about 1940 to date

and from the contributions of many individuals.

In the early 1940's, the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service began exploratory

fishing surveys off the Pacific Coast of the United States and Canada. These

activities were later organized to form Exploratory Fishing and Gear Research

Bases in Seattle, Washington, and Juneau, Alaska. In the 1950's and 1960's

numerous exploratory fishing cruises were conducted from southern Oregon

waters to the Chukchi Sea. Classic studies resulting from this period include

those of Ellson et al. (1950), Pruter and Alverson (1962), Ronholt (1963),

and Alverson et al. (1964).

Until 1975, resource surveys were relatively single-purpose and usually

involved collections of less than 100 trawl samples per survey. Then in the'

mid-1970's, in response to needs to assess biological resources of the U.S.

continental shelf and their vulnerability to oil development, and new respon-

sibilities assigned under the Magnuson Fishery Conservation and Management Act

of 1976, the scale and complexity of resource surveys underwent a rapid

development. Surveys were bigger, 300-700 trawl samples per study, and total

data volumes were very larqe; there was more emphasis upon multispecies assess-

ments and studies of ecological relationships; there was need to improve

timely reporting and data quality; more investigators became involved: and

significantly, there emerged interest and need for analysis and comparisons of

multiple surveys.

These trends have continued. New demands have included an increasing

emphasis upon research and cross-relational uses of the survey data;
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integration of all survey data to create a standardized, shared resource for

broad-range applications by multiple users; establishment of a more stable

software environment; and improvement in the user-system interface.

At the Center level, recent trends are inclining toward cross-relating

different types of data and data-bases. For example, fisheries survey data

might be combined or cross-related with U.S. foreign fisheries observer data

to conduct a special analysis; marine mammals sighting data might be compared

to a physical oceanographic data base: and foreign fisheries observer data

might be cross-related with foreign catch statistics to make more detailed

predictions of incidental catch rates.

Even at the level of the different major research centers of the National

Marine Fisheries Service, there seem to be opportunities for standardization

of stock assessment methods and perhaps sharing data and software resources.

In summary, the more recent pressures have been directed to improve the

ability of survey data and software to accommodate change in its applications

to fisheries and environmental management. This has been one of the most

rapidly-developing areas of resource survey methodology in the past 5 years.

Purpose of Document

The RACE Division has recently completed a conversion of its data and

software to a new Burroughsl/ computer system. The system was installed at

the NWAFC in its Seattle and Alaska facilities. Conversion activities

included transferring data files and reorganizing them into a data-base system,

converting and improving computer programs, preparing new documentaion,

standardizing and cleaning up the data to conform to the new system, and

educating users.

l/ Reference to trade names does not imply endorsement by the National Marine
Fisheries Service, NOAA.
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The purpose of this document is, at this significant milestone, to:

1. Describe the contents of the new survey data-base system

including data, software, and documentation;

2. Explain concepts, goals, and relationships of the new large-

scale system:

3. Demonstrate approaches that have been taken to improve system

quality, reliability, and management; and

4. Serve as a guide for potential users describing the available

resources and system capabilities.
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SYSTEM OBJECTIVES

The objectives for a resource survey data and computer software system

must respond to both short and long-term goals of the stock assessment

activities that it serves. However, since there are inherent conflicts

between the suitable responses from different perspectives of time, this is

an area of continuing challenge to those persons responsible for effective

research management.

Short-term

Short-term objectives, over the lifetime of a single stock assessment

project, are usually dominated by interests of the project leader. These

interests might include many or all of the following: to respond to some

immediate organizational need(s), such as new information required for

fishery management; to conduct the project work in a practical, efficient

manner; to complete the project within the planned time schedule, budget,

and standards of quality; and for personal/group accomplishment and recog-

nition. In the environment of the RACE Division, most stock assessment

projects have a maximum lifetime of one year, and project leaders are

frequently responsible for managing l-3 new major projects per year.

Short-term demands and the work load have led to the development and use

of an established data processing and analytical system into which the project

leaders can fit their various work. For example, many if not most of the

initial types of information needed from stock assessment surveys are now

fully anticipated and routine. These requirements have been met by developing

general programs, shared among users, that perform standard analyses and pro-

duce standard reports. This aspect of the survey data-base system responds to

short-term objectives and support needed for routine operations.
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In the short-term, measures of success that the project leader applies

to his analytical support system include convenience, flexibility, whether

the required analytical tools, i.e., computer programs, are available,

reliability., cost, and whether or not all steps can be adequately controlled

and reviewed. Accuracy is frequently expressed as a concern, although its

assurance actually requires attention through all stages of the information

flow from data collection, to analysis and reporting.

Long-term

Long-term objectives become important after an organization has conducted

stock assessment activities over a period of several years, and when there is

an involvement of multiple investigators. General interests are to ensure

that all of the work fits into a coherent plan; that investments of resources

made by the organization are developed to the fullest extent possible and

protected; to support and encourage the growth of the research itself, and the

personal development of staff members; and to allow the organization to com-

fortably adapt to future change.

Integrated Design

Despite the usual immediacy and autonomy of short-term projects, over

the long-term the various projects must add up and fit together in a coherent

manner. This requires designing a system that is, and will continue to be,

responsive to both user and organizational needs; that will have stability;

that provides flexibility, such as responsiveness to ad hoc requests; yet

that readily accommodates change and evolution. Central management and data

independence (from the application programs) seem to be two keys to an

effective long-term approach.



Data Control

When resource survey activities extend over several years and involve

multiple investigators, rules and standards become important to ensure the

validity, consistency, and accuracy of the total data base. Definitions of

particular data elements must be set and maintained, and rules must be made

for codes and coding conventions. These rules and standards characteristically

penetrate through all phases of an assessment project, and are perhaps best

expressed and controlled through the development of a generalized field

operations manual. This provides front-end control. Additionally, standards

must be set and policed regarding the acceptable data quality, including both

compliance to coding conventions and the error rate.

Analytical Control

Two conflicting realities facing project leaders are the increasing scale

and complexity of resource survey research, and the different levels of exper-

tise offered by the persons available to do the work. As a result, an important

aspect of long-term system design is to provide different levels of control

and guidance: it is desirable to make the computer programs used to support

routine operations simple, highly controlled, i.e., "canned", and to develop

ample accompanying documentation; other research will require far more versa-

tility, spontaneity, and background experience.

Data as a Shared Resource

As resource survey work increases and becomes more complex, and as more

investigators become involved, it becomes more advantageous to structure the

organization's data so as to constitute a shared resource for broad-range
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applications. This requires data control, as described in the previous

section, and an organizational commitment to create a coherent data-base

system. Two results might then be expected: (1) the data become increas-

ingly viewed as an independent resource in themselves, an information base

that can be used in a versatile manner for numerous types of information

requests; and (2) by separating the data from the computer programs that use

them, the data-base software is significantly insulated from effects of change.

Another important aspect of long-term analytical control is software

reliability and the stability of the data-base software complex. To achieve

these goals, an environment must be established where changes are planned,

programming standards are set, policies are developed for acceptance testing

of newly acquired software, the software system is insulated from effects of

change, and adequate documentation is demanded.

Data Archives and Security

An important long-term objective, sometimes forgotten after the completion

of individual projects, is ensuring thatresearch data are not lost, tampered

with, or misused. Fisheries survey data represent a substantial investment:

on the average, one trawl sample represents field costs of about $2,000; by

extension, the data resulting from (and representing) a 600 trawl sample survey

would have an investment value of $1.2 million: and the total survey data held

by the RACE Division, approximately 20,000 trawl samples, would represent an

investment value of $40 million.

In addition to collection costs, data from past surveys have intangible

value as historical records. For example, an important type of information

for fisheries management is the record of "virgin" stock conditions before

the start of significant fishing. In other cases, resource survey data may be
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valuable for providing similar descriptions of baseline conditions prior to

additional types of important events --such as periods of different ocean

climate, increased pollution exposures, or other man-made alterations.

Besides protecting against loss, another important aspect of data

security over the long-term is preventing unauthorized modifications.
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SYSTEM ENVIRONMENT

Computer Hardware

Computer hardware is needed for operating a survey data-base system,

but the fundamentals of the data-base (structure, standards, data management,

and operation) are machine-independent. Regardless of the particular hardware

configuration, documentation of the software and data is needed. A certain

data organization such as haul records, catch records, and species code

dictionary records is needed. Guidelines, or standards, for data and software

quality control are needed. And someone must be assigned to manage and operate

the system. These fundamentals transcend the particular hardware configuration

and must be addressed in any system.

The NWAFC survey data-base system, originally developed on a mini-computer

(32 kilo-characters of memory, card reader and punch, 2 million characters

of disk storage, a plotter, FORTRAN compiler, and sort/merge utility), has been

converted to a large-scale Burroughs 7800 system which includes multi-million

character memory, printer, plotter, magnetic tape units, remote terminal support,

and 170 million characters of disk storage for about 50 users in the RACE

Division. Additional disk resources on the system are used for the operating

system, by other divisions at the NWAFC, and by the computer vendor. Users

also have access to statistical packages including "BMD," the University of,

California Biomedical Computer Programs (Dixon and Brown 1979); "SPSS," the

Statistical Package for the Social Sciences (Nie et al. 1975); and "Minitab"

(Ryan et al. 1981).

Users

The primary users of the survey data-base system number about 25 in the

groundfish assessment task unit, with another 25 occasional users of the
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software and data throughout the rest of the RACE Division. Users in other

divisions at NWAFC have access to the data-base and software. Users in Alaska

at the Center's Auke Bay Laboratory and Kodiak Laboratory may access the survey

data-base system via dial-up remote terminals, or via remote batch jobs.

Work Characteristics

The work characteristics have an important bearing on the nature of a

data-base system in an organization. Some distinguishing characteristics of

the resource assessment survey work at NWAFC include multiple groups conducting

similar types of surveys in different geographical regions. Similar data pro-

cessing problems are encountered by the multiple groups. This suggests that

the data organization and software should be common to the multiple groups. High

data volume suggests the development of software and methods that need to be

more streamlined than those for low data volume. Current and -past projects

requiring the analysis of numerous historical surveys suggest the standardi-

zation of data formats throughout the historical data. Increasing requests for

cross-functional uses of the data also dictate the standardization of the data

for effective and efficient access.

In summary, in developing a system, an assessment must be made of who the

users of the system will be. This is important because it is a relatively small

chore to write a computer program for only one person to use. It is quite

another matter to develop systems for 25 or 50 users: in such cases, diagnostics,

ease of use, documentation, and trace capabilities in the software often assume

an importance that overshadows the program's original function. Similarly,

the organization's work characteristics need to be considered in the design of

a system. Finally, it is a straightforward technical task to elaborate the

general system objectives into specific steps that can be accomplished on a

particular hardware configuration.
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SYSTEM STRUCTURE

Documentation Library

Content

The documentation for the survey data-base system is made up of various

components. These are:

1. Program documentation,

2. ADP codebook (ADP = Automatic Data Processing),

3. Data record formats,

4. Data-base master index, 

5. Species code dictionary, and

6. RACE news file.

All of the documentation is maintained on disk files and is always available

to users. Copies of the documentation may be listed on a terminal or written

on the computer's printer.

Computer-based documentation, a tradition started on the old mini-computer

at NWAFC, is a necessity for ease of maintenance, up to date documentation,

availability of documentation, and ease of dissemination.

Program Documentation

Program documentation describes the function of each program, how to

execute the program, what file assignments are needed, and what parameters may

be supplied for the run. Each program document is on a separate file, but the

documentation for all programs may be printed with a single command, e.g.,

WRITE (PACE0360)DOC/=. 2/

2/ Note: This is not intended to be a specific reference manual on the use
of The Burroughs computer system. The computer commands shown here are for
illustration only, as the particular invocation of the command may be different,
depending on such things as a person's computer account number ("usercode," in
Burroughs terminology), and default disk assignments.
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The documentation for a single program might be listed on a terminal with

a command, e.g.,

LIST (RACEO36O)DOC/BIOMASS.

An excerpt from the program documentation is in Appendix A.

In some cases, closely related programs are documented in a single

documentation file. Currently, there are over 120 entries in the program

documentation library.

An index to the program documentation is kept on a disk file. This

index shows the program title and a few words, one line, describing the

program's function. The program documentation index is in Appendix B. The

index will be printed when one requests a printed copy of all program docu-

mentation, but just the index may be printed with a command,

WRITE (RACEO36O)DOC/A/INDEX.

ADP Codebook

The ADP Codebook is supplementary documentation describing the formats

for field data collection forms, coding conventions for field data, vessel

codes and names, gear codes and gear descriptions, and other tables of codes

and meanings. This ADP Codebook reflects the current coding standards and

meanings, and is used in conjunction with field data collection as well as

with historical data retrieval and interpretation.

An excerpt of the ADP Codebook is in Appendix C. The ADP Codebook may

be listed with a command,

WRITE (RACEO360)ADPCODEBOOK.

Data Record Formats

Inside the computer system most of the data base records are stored in

binary, one computer word per item. The documentation of these record formats
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describes the record type, the word number, each data item, and other

information. Besides the standard data-base record formats (haul, catch,

length-frequency), other internal or frequently referenced file formats

are described.

This document would be referenced by anyone who would be selecting data

from the master data base, as well as by any programmers. An excerpt of the

formats is in Appendix D.

The formats may be listed with the command,

WRITE (RACEO360)DOC/A/FORMATS.

Data-Base Master Index

The Data-Base Master Index, one file per major area data-base, contains

one record per unique vessel-cruise number combination. It is a summary of

the data contained in the data base. The dates of start and finish, ranges

in latitude and longitude, the nation(s) conducting the survey, and an

abbreviated survey name are shown for each vessel-cruise. Also shown is a

record count for each of the major file types in the data-base.

The master index, generated by a program which summarizes the data-base,

is listed by running a specific program, e.g.,

RUN (RACEOOlO)LIST/MASTER/INDEX;,
FILE l=(RACEO2lO)WC/BINE/MASTER/INDEX.

An example of the master index is shown in Appendix E.

The master index file will soon be a functional file, in addition to

being informational, as programs for rapid retrieval of data by vessel and

cruise numbers will first reference the data-base master index file.

It will also be used as a management tool for tracking the progress of

processing new survey data for inclusion in the master data-bases.
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Species Code Dictionary

The Species Code Dictionary contains s-digit species codes, scientific

names, and common names for the marine animal species that occur in the

data-base. At present time, approximately 1200 species and higher taxonomic

groups are included in the dictionary, and their codes have been organized

and assigned on a systematic basis. As well as being a documentation file, the

species code dictionary is a functional file since it is referenced by all

application programs that report species names with other data.

The Species Code Dictionary may be printed with the command,

WRITE (RACEOOlO)SPECIES/DICT.

The dictionary is periodically issued in printed form, bound, and sorted numer-

ically, alphabetically, and divided into lists of fish and invertebrates.

Although the coding system used in the Species Code Dictionary is unique

to the NWAFC, the 5-digit species codes can be related or converted to the 12-

digit taxonomic codes used as national standards by the National Oceanographic

Data Center (Nationa1 Oceanographic Data Center 1981)  by using simple parallel

code files.

An excerpt of the Species Code Dictionary is shown in Appendix F.

RACE News File

Announcements of program problems, new software, software changes, meetings,

and other information are made via a RACE News File. The most current announce-

ment is at the beginning of the file, and the oldest information is at the end

of the file.

The RACE News may be listed on a terminal with the command,

LIST (RACE0010)NEWS.

An excerpt of the RACE News File is shown in Appendix G.
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Data Resources

Major Data Bases

The resource survey data are organized into three major area data bases

reflecting the usual references to the data and the functional organization

of RACE Division work:

1. Bering Sea and Aleutian Islands,

2. Gulf of Alaska, and

3. Pacific West Coast.

Each data base isidentical in form to the other data bases, and each data

base operates with the same software as the other data bases. A subset of a

data base is a data base that can be manipulated with the same software as the

original data base. Similarly, a combination of data bases is a data base.3/

Table 1 is a summary of the content and total volume of the three area

data bases held by the RACE Division. In addition, the more detailed contents

of the three area data bases at present time are shown by vessel-cruise and

data type in the Data-Base Master Index examples of Appendix E.

Data Types

Each major area data base has five primary file types that represent the

field data:

1. Haul (station-specific data such as date, time, latitude, longitude,

depth, sampling gear, temperature, gear performance);

2 . Position (a newer file type containing more details on position,

e.g., latitude and longitude at the start and end of net tows);

3/ This is an important concept from the system design standpoint. In many
other systems, one program is not able to access two identical data bases with-
out at least recompilation of the program. Furthermore, the creation of subsets
or supersets of a data base might require a special program or programs, and
extensive computer time.



Table 1 .--Survey data volume: Summary of approximate record counts for each of the major area data bases
by primary file type.

Number of Length-
vessel- Haul Position Catch frequency Specimen Total

Area data base cruises records records records records records records
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3. Catch (species code, weight, number);

4. Length-frequency (species code, sex, length, frequency); and

5. Specimen (species code, sex, age-length, length-weight, reproductive

condition).

Data Structure

The conceptual structure of the survey data base is illustrated in Fig-

ure 1. The data base is physically separated into the three major area data

bases. For each major area there is a master index file containing one record

per vessel-cruise. Ellipses in the illustration indicate that multiple records

may be present for a given file type.

Subordinate to a master index record are all of the haul records for that

vessel-cruise. Parallel to the haul records are the position records, which

have additional details regarding the starting and ending latitudes, longitudes,

and loran-C readings. The position records are optional, and are not necessarily

present for all of the historical data. 

For each haul record there may be multiple catch records, one per vessel-

cruise-haul-species showing the catch weight and number. For hauls in which

nothing was caught, there are no catch records or other subordinate records,

but the haul records would be present.

Subordinate to the catch data are the length-frequency records, one

record per vessel-cruise-haul-species-sex-length.

Specimen data records are usually one record per observation of length-age,

length-weight, or length-maturity. Some specimen records have combinations of

observations such as length, age, and weight all on the same record. From the

standpoint of structure, specimen data does not fit in only one place. It may

be subordinate to the length-frequency data, e.g., if the catch was subsampled
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Figure 1. --Conceptual structure of the resource survey data base. Elipsis
marks indicate file types for which multiple records may be present. Dashed
lines illustrate that specimen data may be subordinate to length-frequency
data, catch data, or just to the vessel-cruise.
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for the length-frequency data, and the length-frequency subsample was in turn

subsampled for the specimen observations. In other cases the specimen data

are not necessarily subsamples of the length-frequency data, and hence are

subordinate directly to the catch records.

Particularly on the historical age data, some age-length specimen obser-

vations were not identified by haul number when the field collections were

made as pooled samples. Specimen observations of this type can only be

subordinate to a master index record, although a stratum code field on the

specimen record allows classification finer than by just vessel and cruise

numbers. Specimen observations with haul numbers, however, may be retrieved

on the basis of criteria other than the original statistical design for

collecting and pooling samples.

The dashed lines in Figure 1 show the possible structural relationships

of the specimen data to the other data types.

Physical Organization

A traditional approach to data organization would be a physical hierarchy,

e.g., with variable length records, haul record 1 followed by the catch

records for haul record 1, followed by haul record 2; length-frequency records

would be appropriately embedded in the catch data. In fact, some formal data

base management system packages require such an embedded hierarchical physical

organization of the data.

There are a number of disadvantages to such an organization. First, the

historical specimen data would not necessarily fit in the structure, e.g.,

in some cases, it would be subordinate to the length-frequency data, other

times subordinate to catch data, and sometimes subordinate only to a master

index record. Next, programs that only needed to process a single record
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type I e.g., catch data, would have to account for the other record types,

if only to differentiate them from the desired data. And if in a data

retrieval problem it is necessary to examine a subordinate record prior to

selecting a superior record, the program must save the superior records,

examine the subordinate records, and then process the superior records.

Although such a programming scheme might be implemented for resource survey

data, the programming effort would rapidly escalate if more data types

were to be added to the data hierarchy.

As an alternative to such a physical hierarchy, the survey data are

physically organized into separate files:

1. Master index file,.

2. Haul file,

3. Position file,

4. Catch file,

5. Length-frequency file, and

6. Specimen file.

Advantages of such an organization include the ability to include all of

the historical specimen data: the ability to handle optional data, such as

position records; simplicity--programs for a single type of data need only

process that record type; and extensibility--additional data types can be,

and have been, added to the structure without changing existing programs.

One problem induced, though, by the physically separate file types is

that of joining related information from two separate files. That is accom-

plished by using the DMSIII relational utility, developed at NWAFC, which

can be called as a subroutine by programs, or it can be executed as a stand-

alone main program.
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For example, to calculate catch per unit effort, the catch weight is

needed from the catch record, and the effort (either duration or distance

of net tow) is needed from the haul record. The DMSIII utility performs this

associating function to produce a hybrid file containing catch weight and

effort. This hybrid file then becomes the data source for the actual

calculation, the dividing of catch weight by effort. This process is

illustrated in Figure 2.

The relational utility allows the associating of data from two or more

different files that have some data elements in common. As such, given any

record in the survey data base, any corresponding data from any, even the

same, file type may be produced by the relational utility.

Furthermore, the relational utility allows associating information with

files outside the immediate domain of the data base, provided that the two

sets of data have some data elements in common. The relational utility is

the "glue" that binds the data base together, and it is the mechanism for

associating internal data with external data. A more complete description

of the relational utility is in Appendix H.

Figure 3 shows how data in separate files might be associated via the

relational utility. The arrows indicate selecting a record and then

associating the corresponding records in the file type at the end of the

arrow. The data items listed on the arrows are the data items that are

contained in both files.

Standards

An area of paramount importance in establishing a data base is that of

standardization of the data. Easily overlooked, perhaps because of more

immediate needs, standards are crucial to the longer-term uses of the data
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CPUE PROGRAM

Figure 2. --Catch per unit effort (CPUE) calculation via the relational
utility. Haul records and catch records have vessel, cruise, and haul
numbers on both files. Hybrid records have catch weight and effort on
each record.
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Figure 3. --Relating data in separate files. Arrows show examples of how
records might be selected from one file type and then associated with
corresponding records of another file type. Items listed on the arrows are
contained in both files.
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base. Without standards, all of the standardization issues/problems are

encountered for each retrieval of data from the data base rather than just

once as data are entered into the data base.

In fact, a lack of standardization may prevent the establishing of a

data base, may render a data base useless, or make retrieval so time-consuming

and costly (for having to repeatedly work the problems of standards) that the

data base becomes ineffective.

Areas of data standardization treated in the establishing of the resource

survey data base included media standards, format standards, measurement

standards, taxonomic standards, and quality control standards.

Media standardization was the first area of data standards addressed in

the data base. Historical data existed on decks of punched cards with embedded

rubber bands, paper clips, and penciled notes. Considerable effort was devoted

to interpretation of the groupings of data and the special notes. Other data

was on magnetic tape from other agencies. Some data were in published and

unpublished journals and reports that required transcribing into a machine-

readable form.

Format standardization means that all of the records for a particular

kind of data need to be in the same format. This area of standardization was

especially necessary because much of the data originated in various organi-

zations, each with a unique data format. Format standardization is important

even when dealing with one organization's internal data, because formats

usually change over time, and historical data are not always converted into

the new format.

Measurement standards assure that all of the values for a particular

data item are in the same units of measurement, e.g., that all catch weights

are in pounds, to the nearest tenth of a pound in decimal places.
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Taxonomic standards need to be applied -to biological identifications in

the data base to ensure that the nomenclature is valid, clear, and consistent

with systematic revisions.

Coding standards establish that all instances of a particular code, e.g.,

vessel code, have the same meaning, e.g., vessel name, and that there is

one and only one code for a particular meaning, e.g., for the NOAA ship

Miller Freeman that there is only one code, "21".

Different coding conventions have been used at NWAFC over the past years,

and it has been a sizeable chore just to establish a unique vessel code table.

The standardization of coding is not complete yet (which may indicate that

it is a continuing process) since, for example, coding conventions differ in

the separate functional areas.

Data quality control standards are necessary to assure that the data are

correct and complete. A number of data editing programs are used to check

the data, beginning with data entry of field data on programmed data loggers.

Checking continues on the data throughout its progression to inclusion in

the data base. Examples of editing follow.

1. Range checks on values:

(a) logical limits, e.g., no latitude minutes over 60 or latitude

degrees over 90;

(b) reasonable limits, e.g., a fish length exceeding 1200 mm

which in some cases is acceptable, and in other cases not;

2. Duplicate records check, e.g., two catch records for the same

vessel-cruise-haul-species;

3. Missing data fields, e.g., missing species code or missing weight;

4. Missing records, e.g., no parent haul record for a subordinate catch

record;
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5. Relationship of data to other data and if comparisons are reasonable,

e.g., average weight per fish in a-trawl sample exceeding by two

standard deviations the average weight per fish for that species in

other samples; and

6. Inventory of data values.

Software Resources

Major Program Groups

The software, or computer programs, link the survey data base with the

users of the data. This is accomplished with various categories of programs:

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

Analytical programs,

Map plotting programs,

General utility programs,

Data management programs,

Data editing and checking programs,

Other programs, and

Subroutine library programs.

A list of the main programs by functional category is in Appendix B.

The analytical programs are used for the standard processing of the

resource survey data. Relatively standard analyses and products include using

program CPUE to compute reports of catch per unit effort, i.e., relative den-

sity, for sets of individual samples; using program RANK, to compute values of

frequency of occurrence and mean catch per unit effort, i.e., mean relative

density, for all species and other catch items within a set of samples, and

list them in descending sequence; using program BIOMASS and the area-swept

method (Alverson and Pereyra 1969) to compute the population weight and

number for a species from a set of samples taken within an area surveyed, and
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to compute the size composition of the apparent population, i.e., distribution

of population number among length intervals; and using program AGE/LENGTH,

to determine mean lengths-at-age and the distribution of population number

among age classes. Additional descriptions of the analytical programs are in

Appendix I.

A map plotting program, MAP, and associated plot work file programs

are used to present survey results on a geographical map with optional coast-

line features. Various analytical programs "feed" a plot work file to the

map program, which superimposes the results on a computer-drawn map. Results

that can be plotted in this manner include simple haul data, e.g., station,

numbers, sampling depths, bottom water temperatures, using program STATION;

values of species catch per unit effort using program CPUE; values of median

length, or sex ratio, using program LLF/40; and values of the catch per unit

effort of particular size or age classes of a species using program LIMIT/CPUE.

Details of the map plotting programs are included in Appendix J.

The general utility programs are the building blocks of a system, and

are perhaps the first capabilities that should be developed. With the exception

of three programs (SELECT/SPECIES, INVENTORY/SPECIES, and GROUP/SPECIES),

the general utility programs used in the RACE software system are independent

of the nature, content, or subject matter of a data base system. These utilities

could be used in a business, administrative, or some other scientific system

totally unrelated to fisheries resource assessment work. The utilities are not,

however, machine-independent or independent of the operating system. Among these

utilities are the programs SELECT, DMSIII, COMPACT, SORT, and CONVERT/METRICS.

These particular utilities, and some others, exist not only as stand-alone

main programs, but also as subroutines so that these capabilities may be

harnessed in other application programs. For example, the BIOMASS program
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has 13 calls to DMSIII, 3 calls to CONVERT/METRICS, 11 calls to COMPACT, and

9 calls to SORT.

The general utilities, particularly DMSIII and SELECT, constitute a mech-

anism for extending the use of the data base beyond the range of the existing

software. For example, via SELECT and DMSIII, data may be extracted from the

data base and routed into other analytical and statistical packages such as

"SPSS," the Statistical Package for the Social Sciences (Nie et al. 1975).

The data management programs are used to maintain the data base files and

to keep the data in proper order. The SORT/BINE and SORT data management

programs sort the survey haul, position, catch, length-frequency, and specimen

data in order, primarily by vessel, cruise, and haul numbers, and species code.

The other function of the data management programs is to support changes

to the data items. Although there are some specific file update programs for

changing certain data items, there are no general master file update programs

for the data base. Instead, when a change needs to be made to a data item,

the computer vendor's text editor package, CANDE, is used. Then the character

(sometimes called "EBCIDC") files are converted to binary by the MAKE/BINE data

management programs. Some checking of the data is performed by the MAKE/BINE

programs. The binary files are expected by all of the analytical programs,

which enforces another kind of standardization. Binary files can be transformed

back into character versions for inspection and updates by the MAKE programs.

Numerous data editing and checking programs are used to detect erroneous

or missing data.

Other programs are used seldom, or only by a single person, rather than

by the entire organization. These include the species code dictionary programs

and the coastline construction programs.
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In addition to the main programs, there are about one hundred subroutines

that are in a library. Some of these subroutines are versions of the general

utility programs, mentioned before. Other routines are for latitude and longi-

tude conversion, graphics, and for scanning parameters. As new application

programs are written, the portions of them that can be used in other future

programs are written as subroutines and included in the subroutine library.

Data Files Related to Software

In addition to the survey data files and the software, there are a few

other data files that are part of the system. These include the species code

dictionary, which is accessed by many application programs that report

species names since only the species codes are carried in the catch, length-

frequency, and specimen data records. Similarly, a gear code dictionary

carries sampling dimensions (mean net width and height, where available) for

the various gear codes. A coastline file, accessed by the MAP program, is an

extract of the world Data Bank-II coastline with digitized coastline, rivers,

islands, lakes, and state and national boundaries. For rapid access to the

coastline data, there is a coastline index file.

A summary of the software and related files is presented in Table 2.

Standards

Just as data standards are essential for a data-base system, so are pro-

gramming standards important for the software. Two primary objectives for

software development for the RACE survey data-base system are that software is

generalized and institutionalized.

Generalizing software means that programs are developed with a view toward

general solutions to specific problems, the specific problems being those

encountered in fisheries resource assessment work. Generalizing the software



Table 2.--Summary of software and related file sizes.

l/ Primarily FORTRAN and some ALGOL.
2/ Machine language code.
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implies that the same, or similar, problems in the organization can be solved

 with the same software.

Software that is institutionalized is made available to the organization.

This means: (1) a library of object programs must be available at all times,

(2) the programs must be documented so that people will know how to use the

software, (3) the software must be maintainable so that errors can be corrected

and that capabilities can he extended, and (4) users are informed of changes

to the software.

Details of the software standards are given in Appendix K. The standards

are somewhat informal and flexible in that not all of the programs meet all of

the standards. Also, the programming staff is small--2 persons--and as such

the standards are less rigorously policed than they might be in a larger group.

Nonetheless, the standards express how programs are written for the group.

Illustrative of one of the standards is Table 3 which shows the volume

of comment statements in some of the programs. The emphasis is on placing the

programming documentation in the source program itself by using comment state-

ments rather than trying to maintain separate documents such as flowcharts;

noncomputer-based documents are seldom maintained. A separate user's document,

computer-based, is maintained though in addition to the source program file.

Institutionalizing and generalizing the software is a marked departure from

traditions of assigning programmers directly to individual investigators. It also

means more costly software development, initially, than the "quick and dirty"

approach. The more costly software development is recognized in the literature

by Brooks (1979:4-6), who differentiates software products into four categories:

1. A program that can be run only by its author;

2. A programming product--a generalized, tested, documented,

maintainable, and extendable product;



Table 3.--Comment statements in source programs.1/

1/ This sample is not necessarily statistically random. Rather, these are a few of the larger or
frequently used routines that illustrate the emphasis placed on comments in the source programs.

2/ Not all comment statements have text on them. The substantive comment statements are indicated
in the right-most two columns in the table. Blank comment lines are often used for spacing, itself a
valid documentation technique.
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3. A programming system --a collection of interacting, related, and

coordinated programs for accomplishing large tasks; and

4. A programming systems product--a programming system that is

generalized, tested, documented, maintainable, and extendable.

His estimates are that a programming product is at least three times as costly

as a program (that does the same function), and that a programming systems

product is nine times as costly as a program with the same function.

The RACE software might best be characterized as a programming product

in the terminology of Brooks. The return on the investment in generalizing

and institutionalizing the software, though, is the solving of a problem

once rather than repeated, diverse efforts.
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SYSTEM FUNCTION

Data Flow

Control of the survey data flow begins with the entering of the field

data in programmable data loggers aboard ship. Data recorded on on-deck

sampling forms and length-frequency strip charts are transcribed into the

terminal via prompting and editing programs. (Crab specimen data are entered

directly on the terminal via sound-powered headsets without intermediate

on-deck forms.) Printed and magnetic cassette tape copies of the data are

produced by the terminal.

The data loggers aboard ship perform first-level editing, such as range

checks, assure necessary completeness, and assure a consistent format for the

field data as well as provide a machine-readable output needed for timely.

subsequent survey analytical results.

At the end of each leg of a cruise, the data tapes are transmitted into

the computer at NWAFC by the data manager, who also checks (via checking

programs) for, and corrects, any transmission errors.

Other survey or historical data may be entered into the system by having

the appropriate forms transcribed (keypunching or key-to-tape service) and

loading the data onto disk files. Transformation into the standard data

formats is often necessary for external or historical data, but reformatting

programs and the computer system’s text editor facilitate this process.

The scientific party responsible for the survey or the analysis of the

data then performs the editing, checking, and correcting of the data. Numerous

data editing programs are used in this phase of the data flow. The corrected

data files are submitted to the data manager, who reviews and rechecks the

data and adds the data to the master data base files while the scientific

party continues with their analysis of the survey data.
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Subsequently, the data may be retrieved from the master data base by the

end user of the data, with or without the consultation or assistance of the

data manager. The survey data flow is illustrated in Figure 4.

Data Base Management

Contrary to some uninformed belief, data base management is not automatic

in this survey data-base system nor in any data-base system. Some aspects of

data base management may be performed with software (as with the extensive

inventory of data editing and checking programs, and general utilities such

as the SELECT and DMSIII programs), but an essential ingredient for data base

management is the assigning of responsibilities to a specific person for

carrying out the proper data base management procedures. For the RACE survey

data-base system, that person is the data manager.

Besides responsibilities for data flow, the data manager also keeps and

assigns codes, e.g., vessel codes and gear codes, and disseminates system

documentation. Also, the data manager provides advice and assistance to others

who use the system.

Data Base Retrieval

A data-base system is designed for certain kinds of retrieval (or for

general types or classes of data retrieval). The approach taken to a data-base

system and its design determine the kinds of retrievals that are possible and

also dictate the necessary methodology.

Sometimes existing applications in an organizationare rewritten with a

data base management system package without extending the functions of the

applications. Martin (1976:322) described such a phenomenon as only proving

that data-base systems are more expensive than the previous systems. Such

implementations are commonly, and mistakenly, called data-base systems merely
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Figure 4. --Survey data flow and responsibilities.
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because a vendor's data base management system package is used in implementing

the new applications; they are truly not data-base systems because of the lack

of integration of data across functional boundaries. Hence, data retrieval

possibilities are limited to the scope of the original applications.

Other data-base systems are designed for applications that are peripheral

to the mission of the organization; that is, they are not used for accomplishing

the normal work of the organization. Rather, such data-base systems are supple-

mentary to, or layered on top of, other systems, but removed nonetheless from

the mission-oriented mainstream work processes.

In contrast to such data base approaches, the RACE survey data-base system

is, first, a mechanism for accomplishing the normal work of the organization.

Second, it is a mechanism for integrating the data resources across functional

boundaries. Data retrieval techniques for each of these aspects of the data-

base system are presented below;

The RACE survey data-base system is designed to support the resource

assessment work on a survey by survey basis. A general strategy to follow

in using the system for analyzing data for a single survey is to select the

desired records (haul, position, catch, length-frequency, and specimen) onto

separate files, and route only those desired records into the analytical

programs. Frequently, an investigator will want to assign strata codes to

haul records prior to running the analytical programs that aggregate the

results by statistical subdivisions.

Many analytical programs that read a haul file and a subordinate file,

e.g., catch or length-frequency, automatically select the subordinate data

corresponding to the haul records. Thus, it is often unnecessary to select,

for example, a subset of a catch file after selecting a subset of a haul
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file. Program DMSIII can be used to select a subset of records that correspond

to another subset of records, if that is desired or necessary.

In addition to the normal work of an organization, a data base is the

mechanism for cross-functional uses of the data resources. An organizing

principle for the RACE survey data base was the integration of the data across

multiple surveys, as documented in a formal conversion plan (Mintel 1980) prior

to converting the system onto the new computer at NWAFC. Establishing a data

base that truly integrates data. across functional boundaries makes possible

new uses of the data resources and can even change the nature of the work

that an organization does, such as a change from single survey analysis to

multisurvey analyses, and interdisciplinary approaches to, and uses of,

the organization's data.

With integration of the multiple surveys and the features of the rela-

tional data base concept as implemented at NWAFC, data base retrieval can

begin with any field on any type of record. Associated data can be retrieved,

even if it is of a different record type, and hybrid data records can-be

produced for subsequent analyses.

Five examples of data base retrieval problems were prepared in conjunction

with the RACE conversion plan. The new (now current) system was exercised

with these five examples to verify the viability of the data-base system and

to demonstrate its capabilities. These examples are presented in Figures 5-9

to illustrate only some of the retrievals that are now possible with the RACE

survey data-base system.

Navigation of the data base, the moving from problem to solution via the

numerous programs and other steps, is not automatic, however. A data retrieval

problem usually involves many steps, and there are usually many paths to the
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Figure 5. --Data base retrieval example 1: A commercial fisherman wants to
know all places in the Gulf of Alaska where we have ripped trawl nets during
fisheries surveys so that he, and others, can avoid them. 
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Figure 6. --Data base retrieval example 2: What fish and invertebrate species
have been encountered-since 1975 in a rectangular block bounded by latitudes
N1 N2, and by longitudes Wl, W2?
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Figure 7. --Data base retrieval example 3: Repeat the estimates of walleye
pollock, Theragra chalcogramma, population biomass and length composition
for the 1975 eastern Bering Sea (EBS) survey.
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Figure 8. --Data base retrieval example 4: Where have all trawl samples been
located in which yellowfin sole, Limanda aspera; have been caught in the
Bering Sea?
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Figure 9. --Data base retrieval example 5: We want to examine the mean catch
per unit effort (CPUE) of yellowfin sole in the Bering Sea versus mean sea
temperature (or some other environmental data from an external, e.g.,
oceanographic summary file) by year, by l/2 degree latitude and l/2 degree
longitude statistical blocks. Asterisks indicate steps requiring new programs.
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same result. Hence, consultation with the data manager is recommended for

successful and efficient use of the system.

Security Control

Security, an important consideration in any system, was also addressed

in the RACE conversion plan. The data security and access privileges as

defined in that plan are shown in Table 4.

Individual computer users are responsible for the data files on their

account number(s), for all transactions against their files, and for backups

of their data files. The data manager is responsible for the survey data

base, and is the only person who can alter or delete data from the master

data base files. Other users have read-only access privileges to the master

data base files.

The computer operating system has commands for granting or prohibiting

access to data (and program) files. Furthermore, selective privileges can

be extended to certain account numbers while allowing other, or no, privileges

to all others. Generally, though, file security is either "private" (only the

owning account number may modify the file), or "public in" (meaning that any

user on the computer may read, but not alter, the file).

Additional support is provided by the computer center staff who create

daily backups of disk files that are accessed each day. Usually these daily

backups are available for a maximum of two weeks, after which they are purged.
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Table 4 .--Summary of data security and access privileges for the Resource
Assessment and Conservation Engineering Division (RACE) survey
data-base system (from Mintel 1980).

File type
Who Who can Who can Who is respon-
creates it change it read it sible for backups

Source
programs

Bound
application
programs

Individual
survey files

Multiple survey
data bases

System-wide
files (species
dictionary, ADP
codebook,
documentation)

RACE
programmers

RACE
programmers

Survey staff Survey staff
and RACE and RACE
data manager data manager

RACE data
manager

RACE data
manager

RACE
programmers

RACE
programmers

RACE data
manager only

RACE data
manager

RACE
programmers

Any users Manager of
at Center programming

Any RACE
user

Any users
at Center

Any users
at Center

Manager of
programming

Survey staff

RACE data
manager

RACE data
manager
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SYSTEM ADMINISTRATION AND PERSONNEL

A number of personnel roles were crucial to the development of the

RACE survey data-base system. Such roles might be filled similarly in the

development of other data-base systems of a similar magnitude.

First, and perhaps paramount, management must recognize and desire the

capabilities that a data-base system can provide for an organization. This

recognition may often be expressed in terms of personnel resource allocations

in direct support of a data-base system.

Next, an overall administrative role is necessary for defining the various

other technical roles and responsibilities for a data-base system. Then, the

planning and design of a data-base system need to be carried out and documented.

The overall administrative role, planning, and design at NWAFC were performed

by one person who also served as one of the two programmers for the project.

The programming roles also involved documentation, some training of others,

and consultation with users.

A data manager's role is crucial, too. First, there are enormous conversion

responsibilities for transferring the data into the new system, standardizing

the data, checking, and resolving the numerous data questions that arise. Also,

the data manager trains and assists others in the organization in the use of

the new system. Two persons were assigned to these conversion tasks for the

RACE data-base system.

Of these two persons, one continues in the ongoing role of data manager

after the initial conversion effort. Numerous continuing responsibilities

include maintaining the master data base files and ADP code tables, e.g.,

vessel code and gear code tables, maintaining security backup copies of the

data base files, quality control and checking new data added to the data
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base, disseminating documentation and assistance to the users of the system,

and serving as a first-level reference for questions about the system.

Recognition of these various roles is important in the development of

a data-base system. A successful data-base system is truly a group effort

and a group result that cannot be accomplished by any single person.
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SYSTEM ACCESS

RACE Division Users

The survey data-base system is available for use on-line, 24 hours per

day, 7 days a week. Any person with a current NWAFC computer account number

may access and use the documentation libary and major programs. And subject

to certain authorization controls, data may be retrieved from the major area

data bases or accessed in the form of some other user's copied, or unique,

temporary files. New data may also be provided by the user or entered inter-

actively with some programs, e.g., program NORM/SEP.

Computer services at the NWAFC are provided by the Office of Fisheries

Information Systems (OFIS), telephone (206) 442-1541. Questions regarding

computing services, telephone numbers for accessing the computer, account

numbers, and any service problems should be directed to OFIS.

RACE Division users are advised to work in close cooperationwith the

Division's data manager, Ken Weinberg, telephone (206) 442-7796. The data

manager should be able to provide the most current information regarding the

status of particular data, information regarding any current problems affecting

uses of the survey data-base system, information regarding any undocumented

special knowledge required for use and interpretation of data, and to recommend

if any potential conflicts might result from preliminary or shared uses of data.

Examples of problems where undocumented special knowledge might be required

for the correct interpretation of survey data include cases where unique and

unrecorded coding, e.g., strata codes in haul and specimen data, remain in,

the data; cases where unique and unrecorded biasing factors, e.g., artifacts

of sampling design, vessel fishing powers, any variances from normal sampling

gear performance and selectivity, were present in the implementation of the

field survey; any unreliability in the biological identifications; and any
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exceptions to normal standards of measurement. To explore or resolve ques-

tions such as these, it will probably be necessary to contact the persons

most familiar with the data of interest.

An important aspect of sharing data is showing courtesy and recognition

for the work of others. Most of the Division's survey data have been estab-

lished in the data-base system as a result of the interest and work of

several research groups and many individuals. Success in sharing data, then,

requires an atmosphere of responsibility and trust: good communication of

plans/intentions between individuals and groups, avoidance/resolution of

conflicting goals, a spirit of working together, and full acknowledgment of

contributions.

Other NWAFC Users

Other NWAFC personnel who would like to use the survey data-base system

are free to do so, but are advised to first contact the RACE data manager for

current information and assistance. NWAFC users working from locations other

than Seattle may want to make arrangements with the OFIS for delivery of their

computer outputs by mail, if this service has not already been requested.

Others

Other persons, not affiliated with the NWAFC, may submit requests to the

RACE Division for information searches and summaries from the survey data-base

system. For these services or further information, please contact Dr. Murray

L. Hayes, Director, Resource Assessment and Conservation mgineering Division,

2725 Montlake Boulevard East, Seattle, WA 98112.
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APPENDIX B
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APPENDIX D

Data Record Formats Excerpt
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APPENDIX E

Data-Base Master Index



Table E-l .--West Coast master index.



Table E-2. --Gulf of Alaska master index.



Table E-2. --Gulf of Alaska master index (cont'd).



Table E-3. --Bering Sea water index.



Table E-3. --Bering Sea master index (cont'd).
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APPENDIX F

Species Code Dictionary Excerpt
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APPENDIX H

DMSIII, the Relational Data Base Management Utility

Although some relational data base management system packages such as

System 1022 have been available commercially for some years, other relational

systems are still in a developmental stage (Blasgen et al. 1981). The newness,

though, of relational data base management systems should not prevent an organ-

ization from implementing the relational concepts, as has been accomplished

with DMSIII at the NWAFC.

In a relational system, the data are stored in separate files--the litera-

ture uses the term "tables," rather than files (Sandberg 1981)--one file per

data type. Data from two files may be associated if each of the two files has

some data items in common with the other file (the "join" function). The two

other functions of a relational system are "selection" (record selection or

selection of rows of data) and "projection" (a selection of columns of data).

At NWAFC the selection function is performed by a separate program,

SELECT. The input to the program is a data file, and the output file is a

subset of the input file. The "projection" and "join" functions of a

relational system are performed by the DMSIII relational utility program.

DMSIII has two input data files, called, for reference purposes, the

master and slave files. There can be up to three output logical data files

from DMSIII. These logical output files are for:

1 . Matches--which occur when a master record matches a slave record

on the data items declared to be common in both files;

2. Master faults--which occur when a master record has no correspond-

ing slave record; and

3; Slave faults --which occur when a slave record has no corresponding

master record (the mirror image of master faults).
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The three logical output files may be on separate physical files, or they

may be combined into one or two physical files. For example, the matched

records could be directed to one output file, and the master and slave

faults could be combined onto a second output file.

Two additional files are used by DMSIII. A parameter file specifies

the details required for the run, and the printed output file, which can be

suppressed, shows record counts and other control information. Figure H-l

shows the files used in DMSIII.

The parameter file specifies the details for the program. First, if

DMSIII is being executed as a stand-alone program rather than as a subroutine,

the physical output files are assigned for the three possible logical output

files. (If DMSIII is executed as a subroutine, the file assignments are in

the calling parameters.) Next, the key fields, the data items common to the

two files, are defined as well as the ascending or descending order for each

key field.

DMSIII by default will sort the master and slave files in the order

specified by the key field definitions. Optional parameters allow bypassing

both or either of the sorts if the user is certain that the input files are

already in the proper order.

Parameters also define the nature of the relationship between the master

and slave records. The relationship may be one-to-one, many-to-one, or

one-to-many, but not many-to-many in this version of DMSIII. A one-to-one

relationship means that one master record may match at most one slave record.

Many-to-one means that multiple master records may match a given slave record.

Similarly, a one-to-many relationship means that a given master record may

match many slave records. The matching of records between master and slave

files occurs on the basis of the defined key fields common to both files.
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Figure H-l. --DMSIII relational utility files.
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In the survey data, the haul-position record relationship is one-to-one;

haul-catch is one-to-many since there may be many species caught in a single

net tow; and the catch-species dictionary relationship is many-to-one over an

entire survey or collection of hauls because a single species may occur in

many tows.

The output record formats for the matches, master faults, and slave faults

are defined with parameters. The matched output records may be any hybrid of

the master and slave data items (the "join" and "projection" functions). The

master and slave fault records may have data from their respective source

records ("projection" function).

Also, record type codes, indicating whether the record is a match, master

fault, or a slave fault, may be inserted in the output records. Zeroes may

be inserted also for formatting purposes, e.g., to assure a certain size of

output record.

Some uses of DMSIII are illustrated in the following application examples.

1. Match haul and catch records.

Suppose that a haul file contains vessel, cruise, haul, and effort, and

that a catch file contains vessel, cruise, haul, species, and weight. A

catch per unit effort report, derived from the information contained in both

the haul and catch files, is desired. Although a specific program could be

written to match the haul and catch records, DMSIII can be used to produce

a hybrid file containing, e.g., vessel-cruise-haul-effort-species-weight.

The parameter file for DMSIII would specify what to do with haul records

that have no corresponding catch records, catch records that have no

corresponding haul records, and whether or not multiple catch records per

haul record are allowed.

a
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2. Determine missing data.

Given a haul and catch file as before, it is desired to find catch

records that do not have corresponding haul records. In this case, the haul

file could be declared the master file, the catch file the slave. The matched

output would be ignored. The slave fault records, i.e., catch records without

haul records, could be written on an output file and routed to subsequent

programs.

3. Master file update.

Sequential master file update. can be accomplished by treating the trans-

action file as the slave file. The transactions might have been edited prior

to running DMSIII, and may be applied to the master by DMSIII, or by a sub-

sequent program that is reading a master/transaction hybrid record produced

by DMSIII.

4. Data selection from a list.

Given a catch file and a list of species codes on another file, it is

desired to select only those catch records that match the list of species

codes. The master file could be the catch file, and the slave file the list

of species codes. The matched output file would be defined to be catch

records. Master faults and slave faults would be ignored.

5. Multiple DMSIII runs for data retrieval.

Multiple invocations of DMSIII might be used to satisfy a data retrieval

request. For example, we might want all of the haul records where any one

of a list of species was caught. First, we would run DMSIII, as in example

4 above, to produce selected catch records. These catch records would become

input to a second run of DMIII along with a haul file. The output from
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this second run of DMSIII would be just those haul records that correspond

to the selected catch records.

The first use of DMSIII could have been accomplished with the "SELECT"

program; the second use of DMSIII, however, was for matching records across

files.

6. Increase/reduce the size of records, or rearrange words in a record.

Admittedly, this may be an unusual application of DMSIII. Some of these

functions may be more economically accomplished with other utility programs.

Nevertheless, a file can be matched with itself or a null file to produce

new (longer, shorter, or rearranged) records.

7. Select corresponding records from another file.

Given a haul file, matching catch records could be extracted from a large

catch file. In this case, the haul file would be the master, the large catch

file the slave. The match output would be only the catch data items (the

hybrid output usually has data from both master and slave records, but it does

not have to include data from both), and the relationship between the haul

and catch data would be one-to-many.

8. Select records without corresponding records on another file.

Given haul and catch files, it is desired to select haul records for

which there are no corresponding catch records, as is the case for net tows

in which nothing was caught. The haul file is the master file, the catch

file is the slave file. Matches and slave faults are ignored. The master

faults, i.e., haul records without catch, are produced by DMSIII.
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APPENDIX I

Analytical Programs

Appendix I contains additional descriptions of the general analytical

programs used in the NWAFC survey data-base system.

1. STATION

Program STATION is used to select data from a binary haul file for plot-

ting onto a geographical map. Any data element (word number) of the haul file

may be specified, e.g., haul number, month, sea surface temperature, gear

performance code, then the data for that element are selected from each haul

record and written onto a plot work file.

STATION is very commonly used for both editing data and analyses. Examples

of editing applications include using STATION to provide a record of cruise

track, check for errors in the recorded sampling positions, and verify correct

assignments of geographical strata codes. Plots of sampling gear performance

made using STATION can also be a convenient record of locations of bottom

substrates unfavorable for trawling. Typical analytical uses are to produce

maps of bottom depth, sea surface temperature, or bottom water temperature.

2. FPC

Program FPC compares the relative fishing power of two vessels or two

gear types, and determines whether standardization factors need to be applied

to the catch data of one or more species.

3. CATCH/FISHING/POWER

If fishing power correction factors or other standardizations do need to

be applied to a set of catch data, this is done using program CATCH/FISHING/POWER

which applies a divisor to the binary catch file.
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4. CPUE

one of the most frequently used analytical programs, CPUE is used to

plot station values of catch per unit effort, i.e., relative density, for

a species onto a geographical map. Input information includes binary haul

and catch files, and species code. Values of catch per unit effort are then

computed and written onto a plot work file.

The most typical use of program CPUE is to produce maps of animal densi-

ties--graphics products that can subsequently be contoured, photographed, or

used as overlay sheets.

5. LIMIT/CPUE

Whereas program CPUE is used to compute station values of catch per unit

effort (relative density) for a species, program LIMIT/CPUE can be used to

proportion and limit the values output from program CPUE to specified sex,

length, or age classes. For example, programs CPUE and LIMIT/CPUE could be

used in combination to produce maps of the relative density distributions

of 1-yr-old individuals of a particular species, individuals in the size

range 12-20 cm, or only females.

Of course, values for subgroups can only be determined for sampling

locations at which length-frequency data were collected.

6. RANK

Program RANK summarizes the frequency of occurrence and mean catch per

unit effort of all species and other catch items in a set of samples, and

lists them in descending order; confidence intervals for the mean estimates are

also reported. The input data (binary haul file) may be grouped by any number

of statistical subdivisions or strata, and factors (such as geographic areas)

may be applied to obtain weighted overall estimates.
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Typical applications of RANK are to summarize the species list recorded

by a survey and to provide evaluations of the relative importance of the

various species in terms of frequency and apparent abundance.

7. BIOMASS

Program BIOMASS uses the area-swept method to expand estimates of the

mean catch per unit effort for a species, within an area covered by a trawl

survey, to estimates of population weight and number. If length-frequency

data are available, then estimates are also made of population length com-

position, i.e., the distribution of population number among length intervals.

Population length-frequency estimates may also be written by BIOMASS onto

temporary binary size composition files for use by other programs. Analytical

programs that are closely related in the usual sequence of analyses are LIST/

SIZECOMP, which lists the contents of binary size composition files, and

PLOT/LF, which is used to produce x-y plots of the length-frequency distri-

butions.

8. AGE/LENGTH

Program AGE/LENGTH summarizes an age-length key for a given species from

a set of specimen data and, optionally, applies the key against the data in

a binary size composition file (from program BIOMASS) to compute the distri-

bution of population number among age classes. Mean lengths-at-age are also

reported.

Age-length data may be selected from the specimen file by sex. Similar

to program BIOMASS, output files may be generated by AGE/LENGTH for subsequent

use by other programs. For example, program LIST/AGE/LENGTH lists the age-

length key files and age-length population files that may be written by

AGE/LENGTH. Program GROWFIT can be used to fit either of two growth models
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to age-length or age-weight data. Program AGE/LENGTH/PLOT may be used to

produce an x-y plot of mean lengths-at-age and fitted age-length curve.

9. NORM/SEP

Program NORM/SEP is an interactive program used for analyzing distribution

mixtures, developed from MacDonald (19801, that provides an alternative to

program AGE/LENGTH for distinguishing age-class populations from length-

frequency data. NORM/SEP is used for analysis of length-frequency distributions

to distinguish and classify modes, and to determine integrals of the various

distribution components. Data are input either as a binary size composition

file (from program BIOMASS) or entered interactively.

10. LLF/40

Program LLF/4O is used to compute and, optionally, plot geographic maps

of the sex ratio or length of a species at individual sampling stations.

Lengths may be reported as the minimum, median, or maximum length recorded

at each station, or the total length range.

11. LENGTH/WEIGHT/REGRESSION and LENGTH/WEIGHT/PLOT

Relationships are frequently needed to convert body lengths to body

weights, and vice versa. Program LENGTH/WEIGHT/REGRESSION selects data for

length and weight from a binary specimen file, and performs a linear least-

squares regression of log(weight) on log(length). Program LENGTH/WEIGHT/PLOT

can then be used to produce an x-y plot of the length-weight data points and

fitted length-weight curve.

12. MATURITY/LENGTH

Program MATURITY/LENGTH' functions similarly to program AGE/LENGTH,

although it summarizes length-maturity observations (actually, coding of
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gonad or reproductive conditions) instead of age-length data. A table is

formed, for each length class, of the number of occurrences of each gonad

condition within a set of samples.

13. TAXA

As a tool for examining zoogeographic patterns, program TAXA is used

to compute and plot values of the number of biological taxa within a specified

group, i.e., species code range, that were recorded at individual stations.

For example, TAXA could be used to produce a geographic map of the number of

flatfish species recorded at each sampling location of a survey.

14. REGROUP Package

REGROUP is a package of six programs used to conduct various steps of

recurrent group analysis (Fager 1957). Recurrent group analysis is a statis-

tical method used to summarize relationships between species and to group

taxa on the basis of their co-occurrences. Program REGROUP/GRPl0 selects data

for the analysis from binary haul and catch files. Program REGROUP/GRP15

counts and lists species in the selected data. Program REGROUP/REGROUP deter-

mines joint occurrences, indices of affinity, and species groupings. Program

REGROUP/CONNEX determines the number of connections between groups. Program

REGROUP/STATION lists the stations at which each group was present. Program

REGROUP/GRPLT is used to plot maps of the locations of group occurrences.

15. CLUSPAK Package

Somewhat similar to the REGROUP package, CLUSPAK is a package of four

programs used to perform numerical classification ("cluster") analyses of

species associations. CLUSPAK, however, enables selection of species data

by size-specific categories. Program CLUSPAK/PREP selects data for the

analysis from binary haul, catch, and length-frequency files. The selected
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data are then converted to a binary, i.e., present/absent, haul x entity

matrix using program CLUSPAK/BIMAT. Program CLUSPAK/COEF is then used to

convert the data matrix to a matrix of entity x entity similarity coefficients.

The actual clustering of entities is subsequently performed using program

BMDPlM of the University of California Biomedical Computer Programs (Dixon

and Brown 1979). Finally, program CLUSPAK/GROUP/SELECT is used to plot maps

of the locations where associated entities occurred.
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 APPENDIX J

Other Programs and Subroutines

This section provides further descriptions of other computer programs

that have been found to be particularly useful.

1. MAP

The approach taken for presentation of results in a map form has been

to have a single main program for drawing maps. Numerous options allow the

user to specify the size of the map, the resolution, and kind of coastline

features to be included. Other data may be superimposed on the map by means

of a plot work file. Such plot work files are produced by various analytical

programs, e.g., CPUE, STATION, TAXA, and LLF/40.

By isolating the map program from other application programs, programming

is simplified and graphical presentation capabilities are easily extended to

many programs--i.e., programs simply write a plot work file. Each record on

a plot work file has latitude, longitude, station symbol, and a station value.

The station symbol and station value are plotted by MAP at the specified

latitude and longitude. Station values may represent sample numbers, catch

per unit effort values for a species, bottom depths, temperatures, vessel

codes, or almost anything that is contained in, or can be derived from, the

data base.

A supplementary program lists the plot work file. This is a valuable

aid in troubleshooting questionable plots.

Another program, UNDER/PLOT, is used to resolve overplotting of stations.

For example, plotting station results where the stations are close to each

other may result in an unreadable plot. Sometimes, in such cases, the user

may manually remove stations from the appropriate files and rerun the

analytical programs and redraw the map.
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Where appropriate, though, UNDER/PLOT can be used to impose a conceptual

grid on the plot work file and resolve multiple stations within a grid block

to a single station. Parameters for UNDER/PLOT specify the grid sizes and

boundaries and the resolution action desired, such as average, minimum,

maximum, or count. The result is a new plot work file with a maximum of one

record per grid block. The new plot work file can then be routed into the

MAP program.

2. SELECT

The SELECT program selects a subset of a binary input file onto an output

file. A parameter file specifies the selection criteria which are stated as

a logical expression. The expression may contain a few or many terms. The

relational operators less than, less than or equal to, equal to, not equal to,

greater than or equal to, and greater than (LT, LE, EQ, NE, GE, GT) are allowed,

as are the logical operators AND, OR, and NOT. Parentheses may be used to

specify the precedence of evaluation of the logical expression.

For each input data record, the logical expression is evaluated. If it

is "true," the record is selected onto the output file. If it is "false," the

record is not selected. The data items are referenced by their word numbers

(position) in the records. For example-, to select catch records for walleye

pollock, Theragra chalcogramma, the selection parameters would be

"W4 EQ 21740"

because the species code is in word 4 of the catch records, and 21740 is the

code for walleye pollock.

Character data may be selected by enclosing character constants within

single or double quotation marks, e.g.,

W17 EQ 'USA'
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but often specific knowledge of character fields regarding size is necessary

for successful selection.

Tautologies are not recognized as syntax errors. They are evaluated

as stated previously. For example,

(Wl LE 53) OR (Wl GT 53)

will cause all records to be selected, while

(Wl LT 53) AND (Wl GT 53)

will cause no records to be selected, but a "null" file is created nonetheless.

(A null file is a file without any records on it. When it is read, the end-

of-file branch is immediately taken.)

The operands in the selection criteria can be either data items in the

records (word numbers) or constants. For example,

(Wl GT Wl5)

is a legitimate statement for selecting records in which word 1 is greater

than word 15.

3. INVENTORY 

Program INVENTORY literally takes an inventory of all values that occur

for a field throughout an entire binary file. The output is a report showing

the values sorted into ascending sequence, their frequencies of occurrence,.

and a histogram of those frequencies. Report headings are assigned via the

parameters for the program.

This report is an invaluable aid for finding the out of range or suspect

values in a data file. The INVENTORY program itself calls other utilities,

SORT/BINE and COMPACT.

4. CONVERT/METRICS

CONVERT/METRICS may be used for converting data from one metric to another,

such as pounds to kilograms, for specified fields throughout a binary file.
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This utility is extremely useful because such conversions are frequently

needed. Furthermore, many of the analytical programs are independent of

the metrics. When analytical results are desired in a number of different

metrics, this is accomplished by converting the data on the appropriate

file (usually a catch file) via CONVERT/METRICS and rerunning the analytical

programs.

A parameter file for CONVERT/METRICS specifies what operations to do and

upon what data fields to perform them. Other functions and arithmetic involv-

ing any of the data items on a file can be performed. For example, two fields

may be added, then multiplied by a constant, truncated to an integer value,

and placed in a third field on each record. The operations are performed

uniformly throughout the file on the specified fields.

Another use for CONVERT/METRICS is to adjust the haul numbers for a

survey. Sometimes two hauls have been assigned the same number, such as can

easily happen when one haul is the last haul of one leg of a survey, and the

other haul is the first haul on the second leg. In such a case, the file can

be physically separated into two parts, and then CONVERT/METRICS can be run to

add a constant of one to the haul number field on the second file.

5. COMPACT

Another frequently used building block for other programs, COMPACT sum-

marizes a sorted binary file. One record is written for each sequence change

on the key fields in the input binary file. A parameter file for COMPACT

defines the key fields and the format and content of the output summary records.

The output records may contain any fields from the input records as well as

sums of fields, a count of how many records were present in the group with

identical key field values, or a pointer to the first record in each control

sequence group. COMPACT is a key routine that is used in virtually any program

that summarizes data.
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6. REFORMAT

A utility used on character files, REFORMAT moves columns on a file.

Columns may be added onto each record, and columns may be set to a constant

value propagated throughout the file. A parameter file specifies the trans-

formations. REFORMAT is often used to convert data from an existing format

to a standard format.

7. LONGER

A utility for binary files, LONGER (a misnomer, because "wider" would

be more appropriate) appends words to each record of a binary file. A

parameter file specifies how many words to append to each record.

8. RGEN

A report generator for binary files, RGEN was developed by another

division at NWAFC. Supplied on a parameter file are the key fields, the

fields to summarize, and FORTRAN format statements for the report page

headings and summary lines. RGEN sorts the input file to the specified key

field sequence, and prints one line per sequence change on key field values.

9. UTAH/SORT

A sort utility for character files, UTAH/SORT was obtained from another

agency and installed by another division at NWAFC.

10. SORT/BINE

SORT/BINE is a utility for sorting binary files. A parameter file specifies

the key fields and whether to sort in ascending or descending sequence on each

field. This and other sort utility programs do not actually sort the data files

directly. Rather, they set up compare procedures according to the parameters

and then call the computer vendor's sort/merge routine. Nonetheless, a convenient

and expedient user interface is provided by SORT/BINE and other programs.
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11. MAKE and MAKE/BINE

MAKE and MAKE/BINE are used to convert binary files to character files

and vice versa. A parameter file specifies how many columns or words to use

for the output records, an optional list of variables to write, and a FORTRAN

format statement.

12. SELECT/SPECIES

Actually three main programs, one per data type for catch, length-frequency,

and specimen files, the SELECT/SPECIES programs are used for selecting records

by species codes, species code ranges, or a list of species codes/ranges.

Although selection could be accomplished by using the SELECT program, the SELECT/

SPECIES programs execute in about one-fourth the time of the SELECT program. As

such, they are preferred over the SELECT program, especially when retrieving

data from the master data base files by species code. These programs are, of

course, unique to the survey data record formats.

13. INVENTORY/SPECIES

Another utility unique to the survey data is INVENTORY/SPECIES. The input

is a binary catch, length-frequency, or specimen file, or any other file with

species codes. A parameter file specifies the type of data being read. The

output is a list of the species codes that occur in the file and their species

dictionary names. Any species codes that are not in the dictionary are listed

as exceptions.

14. GROUP/SPECIES

Frequently analytical results are desired not only for individual species,

but also for larger taxonomic groups such as all flatfish, all rockfish, all

fish, or all crabs. Rather than program the aggregation logic into each

analytical program, a formidable task, species codes are reassigned on a copy
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of the binary catch, length-frequency, or specimen files by program GROUP/

SPECIES. A parameter file specifies the species code groupings as well as

the type of data.

The output file from GROUP/SPECIES, which has multiple records per new

species group code, is frequently routed into the COMPACT program to combine

the multiple records per species group code into a single record per new group

species code (per vessel-cruise-haul). Caution must be exercised, though,

when combining catch records if some have incomplete data for the number of

individuals. The resulting file with new species group codes is then routed

into the desired analytical programs.
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APPENDIX K

Software Standards

The standards described in this section express how computer programs

have been written for the survey data-base system and were implemented to

improve the management and reliability of the system's software.

1. Programs are generalized and not written for just one person. Emphasis

is placed on longer-term use or wider application.

2. Software is institutionalized. The object programs are available at all

times for execution, much as, for example, the FORTRAN compiler is available.

3. Documentation: The program, when entered in the library, is accompanied

by a document that explains, briefly, the function of the program, how to

execute the program, what file assignments are needed, and the parameters

that must be supplied for the run. The documentation also reflects a history

of program modifications.

4. Source programs are generally not available to the user of the software.

One reason for this is to control software redundancy, i.e., eliminate multiple

versions of the same program.

5. The assumption is that a program is being written for maintenance, and

will have to be understood and modified later.

6. Program/software development is differentiated from program use (execution).

That is, programmers are responsible for writing the software, but persons in

the host organization's other functional areas are responsible for using the

software.
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7. The modification philosophy is to add an option to a program, test it,

and document it, rather than repeatedly modifying a source program for

individual runs.

8. Data record association for two or more files is via the DMSIII relational

utility routine, rather than by using (writing) record matching logic in the

application programs.

9. File numbering conventions are: 1 = input data file; 2 = output data file;

5 = input parameter file; 6 = printed output file. Although there are variations

from the standard, especially in programs with multiple input or output files,

the standard is a good mnemonic device for reassigning files to various devices,

e.g., to remote terminals, instead of disk or printer.

10. Parameters supplied by the user (for selecting options for the particular

execution of the program) are echoed (printed) and diagnosed by the program.

11. Parameters generally may be in any order, although in a few programs order

is important.

12. Parameter format is a keyword, usually starting in column 1, followed by

a free-format, i.e., not column-number specific, value, or list of values.

13. File titles for the input and output data files are printed on the output.

Since the programs are written for generic file types, and since the specific

file titles can be assigned at program execution time, the printing of the

specific file titles by the program is of great benefit when one is trouble-

shooting a run. Although the printing of file titles is dependent upon the

operating system (non-standard FORTRAN), this is accomplished by calling a
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subroutine to print the title, and having the system-dependent statements in

the one subroutine called by all other programs.

14. Not enough can be said about commenting the program. The 2,000-line

(or even 20-line) program without explanatory comments is not doing anyone

any favors, especially when the time comes to answer questions about the

functioning of the program or to modify the program.

15. Comments in parameter files: Many of the application programs make calls

on utility subroutines, each of which in turn requires a parameter file. Com-

ments on these parameter files document items such as intermediate record

formats and sort keys.

16. FORTRAN COMMON declarations are placed in a separate source program file.

This file is inserted in the main program and subprograms at compilation time

by using the library "INCLUDE" feature (most compilers have such a feature).

As a result we never have a problem of COMMON mismatches between the main

program and the subprograms.

17. COMMON items are documented with comment statements explaining each item.

18. Statement numbers are in ascending sequence from top to bottom of the

program listing.

19. Format statements, contrary to what some programming style manuals dictate,

are placed directly below the first read/write statement in which they are

referenced. Although there was a historical (early 1960's) compilation speed

or object program size advantage in placing all of the format statements at

the beginning or end of a program, that simply is not the case now. The emphasis

is on quickly associating the format statement with the input/output list,
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because when a change is made in the input/output list, a change usually must

be made in the format statement, too.

20. Spacing and parentheses are used liberally for legibility, appearance, and

understandability. For example, A=B+C*D**E is written as A = B + (C * (D**E)).

21. Items in format statements are separated by spaces for legibility, as

(lx, 13, F4.2, 315) rather than (lX,I3,F4.2,315).

22. Variable names, and other items, are not split between column 72 of one

statement and column 7 of the continuation statement. Rather, the list is

terminated prior to column 72 and continued so that names are not split between

lines.

23. Record counts are usually printed at the end of a program to show how

many records were actually read and written. These are invaluable aids to

anyone who is troubleshooting a run.

24. Standard data file record formats (for haul, catch, length-frequency, and

specimen records) are inserted in the source program with the library "INCLUDE"

feature. All references to particular variables are via the standard mnemonics

defined in the included segment.

25. Debug options, frequently inserted for testing a program, are left in the

program and may be selected by including a "DEBUG" option on the parameter file.

When selected, the debug option prints a trace of certain variables during the

execution of the program.

26. Some programs always write a trace file (similar to a debug option request,

described above). The trace file is a temporary disk file that usually disappears
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at the end of the job. By reassigning the trace file with the job control

language, the trace may be routed to the printer, a terminal, or to a permanent

disk file.

27. Batch plotting programs, i.e., non-interactive graphics, usually have

a "NOPLOT" option which allows exercising the program except for the plot

 calls. This allows rapid testing of a program (except for the plotting

functions) without the turnaround delay associated with graphics.-

28. For testing of plot routines, a substitute set of subroutines is used

in place of the vendor's plot subroutines. The substitute set merely prints

the parameter values on the printer and returns.

29. Test coverage analysis: A recently installed tool, "NODAL," is used to

provide a report and analysis of the tested and untested portions of a program.

The test coverage report identifies all statements in a FORTRAN program that

have and have not been executed, down to each possible branch on each "IF"

statement. This is an invaluable aid in planning subsequent test runs for

a program. Some research findings, such as described by Stucki (1981), have

shown 40% of the "IF" statement branch paths to have been untested in programs

in a so-called production status.
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